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"Costs hove risen"

Students
VS
McNie

Tom Garner
On Friday October 27, provincial
Minister of Colleges and
Universities, Jack McNie spoke at
the University of Waterloo. His
purpose in appearing at U of W was
the opening of the new Chemistry
by

II building.

After the half-hour succession of

dignataries that characterize this

sort of gatherings Mr. McNie
symbolically pulled the covering
off what appeared to be a giant
yellow breath-freshener canister,
and the ceremony was complete.
The drama was punctuated by
frantic heckling by a vocal
placard-carrying minority who
had not been told of the proposed
question-and-answer session
following
the
immediatly
ceremony. .
This session lasted one hour and

was started with the obvious
question: Why were the fees increased? Suffering numerous
interuptions, Mr. McNie furnished
the standard "Costs have risen"
explanation. No one was interested
in the nature of these increases in
costs, so this was never revealed.
The next barrage of questions had
to do with an alledged
"philosophy" in raising the fees;
Mr. McNie allowed that the
"philosophy" was to keep the
provincial government solvent,
and backed this up with the fact
that Ontario's deficit was greater
than thaT of the Federal government. Further allusions by the
minister were made to pre-feeincrease declines in enrolmentand
the nebulous fee and loan advantages Ontario enjoys over other
provinces. This was poorly
received, and the session began to
deteriorate into an unfortunate
display of ideological rhetoric on
the part of the more vocal mem-

bers of the "audience". At one
point someone proposed that since

corporations don't hire graduates
"out of the good of their hearts",
they must be "turning a profit on
them", therefore any increase in
educational costs "should be
shouldered by the people who
really benefit: the large corporations." Jack McNie is not
skilled at commanding a
discussion not structured according to Hpyle; in his attempts to
clarify the situation, he asked a
few questions of his adversaries,
unleashing a volley of_"we don't
answer to you, you answer to us."
There were a few good points
raised, if you knew when to listen.
The first suggested by McNie, was
that repayment of student loans be
based on actual post-graduation
earnings; the more one makes, the
more one pays back. Another valid
suggestion came from the
assembled students: "socially
relevant" fields such as sociology
should become preferred fields
and that the provincial government would be wise to spend
money to make "attractive
packages" available to train
people in these fields.
In the course of the discussion it
became apparent that McNie feels
the plight of the extension student
has been somewhat ignored and
warrants more attention. The
phrase "making it easier to come
back" was heard more than once.
Jack McNie is not particularly
dynamic as a public figure; on
Friday this was unfortuante, for if
McNie had been able to direct the
discussion and rise above the petty
heckling, some interesting issues
could have been reviewed at
length. As it was, the vocal
minority had the upper hand, and
they ran all over him.

Hawks avenged last year's defeat and earned a berth in this year's playoffs Saturday

Hawks
Make Playoffs
by Brian Stephenson
The Hawks have achieved one of their major
goals of the season. When the Hawks broke
training camp this year making the playoffs was
their prime objective. Last Saturday, they beat
the Waterloo Warriors very convincingly 44-8 in

a game that had to be the best Hawk team effort
that I've seen in four jrears.
Now the Hawks move on into the playoffs
where every game is a do or die effort. The
Hawks will face the Ottawa GeeGees who
defeated University of Toronto 26-13 last
Saturday in a game which decided which team
would represent the Eastern Division of the
OIJAA.

Statistically the teams are very similar in
make-up. Both teams had identical 4-2records in
league play. Ottawa like Lutheran prefer to keep
the ball on the ground instead of passing. This
factor would be especially important to the
Hawk defence who have been strong against the
rush, but have shown a definite weakness in pass
defence.

Their percentage pass completion is
remarkably close to that of the Hawks. WLU

intercepted twice as many passes but it should
be remembered that more passes were thrown at

the Hawks.
Punting could be a big factor, for it is here that
Ottawa show an edge in the average length of

punts. They also have two very dangerous punt
returners averaging almost 15 yards a return.
Tom Dewey has improved consistently in this
capacity over the last several games. I wouldn't
be surprised to see the specialty team come up
with a touchdown in the near future for the
Hawks.
The game is scheduled for Sunday at 1 pm in
Ottawa at Lansdowne Park. Two years ago I
made the trip to Ottawa when the Hawks and the
GeeGees tied 28 all. I can strongly recommend
the trip to everyone who is considering going by
bus; You won't regret it.
As for the game, I expect a very close hardhitting contest with victory decided on the battle
between the lines. Allison will have to be very
sharp on his execution especially on the option
play, if the offence is to control the gameas they
did against the Warriors. Prediction: WLU 18
Ottawa 15.

Is there a need?

Attempt to Set Up National Student's Union
Ottawa (CUP)
establishing a Nova Scotia Union
A datehas finally been set for the of Students last weekend (Oct. 6).
The decision to set up the
founding conference of the
proposed new national student provincial body came after a
between
student
union, while provincial student meeting
unions have been formed on representatives and the education
Canada's east and west coasts.
minister. Universities present
The national conference will be were Dalhousie, St. Mary's, Mount
held in Ottawa Nov. 2-5. Despite St. Vincent and Acadia. The Nova
suspicion from Atlantic province Scotia College of Art and Design
school representatives, the conwas represented by St. Mary's and
ference delegates probably will College Ste. Anne by Acadia.
decide to form a new national
Another meeting is scheduled
organization.
Oct. 18 in Halifax at Dalhousie
Canadian students have been University to complete plans for
without a dominion-wide union the union.
since the demise of the Canadian
British Columbia student
Union of Students (CUS) in 1969. councils have also established
Meanwhile, students their own provincial organization.
Representatives from four postrepresenting five post-secondary
institutions in Nova Scotia took secondary institutions met at
preliminary
steps
toward Prince George Oct. 7-9 to establish

Councils.

claiming students on smaller
campuses will not be recognized by
the proposed national union of

ficer for the University of British

students.

the BC Association of Student
Teri Ball, external affairs of-

Columbia's student council, said
one of the association's first goals
will be a student bill of rights.
The association's aims are to
pursue matters of concern to BC
students, to create greater intercampus communication, and to
allow use of resources by other
students.
The now-defunct BC Union of
Students failed because it was too
structured, Ball said. The new
association will have a procedure
manual and operate informally,
she added.
She said the new association will
give a voice to smaller colleges,

BC will berepresented as a block

at the upcoming national con-

"A maritime union would give us
a stronger voice," Dalhousie
University student union president
Brian Smith said.
This would be valuable with the
advent of the national union. "A
number of us (in this region)
question the validity of a national
student union," Smith added.
"Ontario and Quebec are the
'haves' while the maritimes are
the 'have-nots', and the former
tend to dominate any national
organization of universities," he
said.
It is unlikely the new national
organization will be as strongly
opposed to American Imperialism
as its predecessor, CUS. The
founding conference will be held in
Ottawa's new downtown Holiday

ference, with schools working in
co-operation, Ball said.
When the Nova Scotia union is
formed, it will join the New
Brunswick Union of Students
(Union dcs Etudiants, Nouveau
Brunswick) or UENBUSi to form a
maritime union of students. Student councils at the University of
Prince Edward Island and
Memorial
University
in
Newfoundland will be asked to
join, according to University of
New Brunswick student council
president Roy Neill, UENBUS was
set up in July.
Inn.
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—a regular feature listing campus and community events.
Submissions are invited from groups, clubs and organizations.
Deadline for submissions is 9 a.m. Tuesday preceding date of
publication. Contact Pat Stickley at the Cord—884-2990 or 884-

2991.

-■-

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 2

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 3

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 6

Gay Lib meeting
Owl and the Pussycat, U of W CC 113
7:30pm
Around the World in a Daze)
SUB Ballroom
7:3opm
Chess Club meeting
$1.00 WLU, $1.25 others
3-309
7:30pm
Federation Flicks
(same as above)

Movies

8pm

$1.00 WLU, $1.50 others

Canadian Crossroads
International meeting
2-207

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 4

4:30pm

The following companies will be present on campus during the
next few weeks. Prospective graduates who wish to have an
appointment with one or more of the company representatives
are requested to arrange an appointment through the
Placement Office and leave a copy of their resume sheet at the
Placement Office at least 3 days prior to the interview date.
Placement literature is available for students in the Placement
Office.

*******************************
Prudential Life Assurance

(The

Pub with SPOTT FARM
SUB Ballroom

UP FOR GRADS

November 9th

****** *************************
an

12:30-1:30 "How to take
interview"
Group Room (Ed. Ser. Bldg.)

November 7th
7

November Bth

6:00-7:00 Careers in Retailing

Room 2E5
12:30-1:30 "How to take an interview"
Group Room (Ed. Ser. Bldg.)

November 9th

Movies

(same as above)

"The Marquis" by Noel

Coward

Federation Flicks
(same as above)

U of W Theatre of the Arts

8pm
$

Eleanor Pelrine
(author of "Abortion in Canada")
U of W Physics 145

.75

7:30pm

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 5

(Nov. 2,3 & 4)

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 8

Movies
(same as above)

"Gypsy"
presented by K-W Musical

Careertalks
"Careers in Retailing"
2E5

Federation Flicks
(same as above)

Productions
Waterloo Collegiate
Auditorium
8:15pm
all seats reserved

6-7pm

Folk Music Concert with
"The Jarrett Family and Friends" ISAAC HAYES in concert
Kitchener Auditorium
K-W Library Auditorium

$3.00, $3.50
(Nov. 2-5, Nov. 8-12)

8pm

o Ine-awo
scriptions,
Further Keystone subscriptions will be sold late next week
in the concourse.

8:30pm
$3.00, $4.00, $5.00, $6.00
(plus tax)

3pm

free
Federation Flicks
(Kotch, Till Death Do Us Part)
U of W AL 113 or 116

Subscriptions to the Keystone, the WLU yearbook will again
be sold next week. Yearbook sales will reopen:
1) to make the whole proposition financially feasible
2) because many students have requested subscriptions since registration
3) because it is impractical to sell them piece-meal
To date, approximately 300 on-campus students have
purchased yearbooks as compared to 600 off-campus
buyers; further break-down finds 310 first-year students,
220 second-year students, and 370 grads brought sub-

ELEANOR PELRINE
author of Abortion in Canada
discussing abortion issues

Sonny Greenwich Jazz Quartet
Chess Club Meeting
U of W Village II Great Hall
B:3opm
3-309
$1.50

7:30pm

Tuesday Nov. 7, 7:30 pm
Physics 145 Uof W

LITTLE SHORT STOP
223 WEBER NORTH
University & Weber
Open 7 days a week 9.00

-

Sponsored by
X- W Women 's Coalition

for Repeal of Abortion Laws

GO AHEAD
GO AHEAD
GO AHEAD

11.00

BUY
CANADA SAVINGS BONDS

one free Joaf of CHRISTIE'S BUTTERMATE

available in denominations from
$50 to $25,000
average interest to maturity
7.30%

BREAD with each purchase of bag or jug milk

Students & Faculty of
Waterloo Lutheran University
will be given a
McLeod, Young, Weir & Company Limited

20% CASH DISCOUNT

contact
Tim Devine
Registered Representative

off HOST'S Lower Daily Rates
(proper ID will be required)

RATES From $5.00 1 day 5 e 1 mile
Need a car for one night?
Overnight Special
out at 6 PM - in at 9 AM next day
Any size car $4.00 plus mileage

HOST

Inquire
about our
specal
weekend

rates

—
fFlfflril&Kißsr

J L.TJ I
r

86 Bndgeport Rd Water ioo
578 7440

V

884-4860

TERM
PAPERS
Send for

your descriptive, up-to-date,
128-page, mail order catalog of 2,300
quality termpapers. Enclose $1.00 to
cover postage and handling,

WE ALSO WRITE
CUSTOM MADE PAPERS."

Termpaper Arsenal, Inc.

519 GLENROCK AYE, SUITE 203
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90024

•

(213)477-8474 477-5493
"We need a local salesman"

j

QTAp NOVELTIES &
OI MO BOOKS
TRICKS, JOKES, PARTY
SUPPLIES & DISGUISES,

MASKS
ALSO BOOKS, MAGAZINES,
POSTERS
OPEN MON.-SAT. 10AM-6PM
THURS.& FRI. TILL 9 PM

7 KING ST. N. WATERLOO
744-7511
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McNie on

fee boost

the secondary schools and post-

The following are excerpts from a
speech given by lack McNie,
Minister -of Colleges and
Universities, at a dinner gathering
last Triday

.

...It would be appropriate
tonight to ask a few questions
about current enrolment trends.
What is happening to university
enrolment anyhow? And why?...
What exactly is the situation
at present? The preliminary
figures across the Province show
that the growth in university
enrolment is about 1 percent over
last year. This compares with an
increase of nearly 6 percent over
the previous year and 11 percent
and 14 percent in the years

.

secondary institutions could cooperate to improve both the
numbers in grade 13 and percentage going on to higher learning.

However, there is another area
that is within the university sphere
and which is not given nearly the
attention it deserves by the
community. It accounts for much
the biggest part of the enrolment
shortfall. I refer to the large
number of students who drop out of
university after they have completed one term, or two, or three.
How many are there? How much
have they influenced the
enrolment picture?
This year, such students dropping out left the universities about
5,000 below their projections, about
75 percent of the total provincial
undergraduate enrolment shortfall. Freshmen entering from
grade 13 account for only 25 per-

.
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hesitant to take on increased loans
which they could have difficulty

repaying...

cellence old-fashioned?
The Government is being asked
many questions too. Some of the
answers will be in the COPSE
report coming down later this
year. One subject it will hopefully
deal with in depth is the matter of
government funding for universities. On every side we are being
asked today "Is there a more
appropriate way to provide
financial resources?" It may well
be that a modification in our
current
financing
formula
mechanism is due. This present
system, co-operatively developed
with the universities, worked well
for an expanding system, but
perhaps less well now. The
distribution of available resources
at a time of little or no growth may
need an entirely different
mechanism. We are looking
closely into the matter at the
Ministry and the Committee on
University Affairs and the Council
of Ontario Universities also have a
joint group examining possible

Many have improved and expanded their part-time programs.
While the figures for part-time

One way we could reassure
enrolment will not be available
our young people on this score is to
until later in the year, preliminary
make repayment of loans conindications are that this important
ditional, basing it on salary after
area of study is continuing to grow
graduation. Along with other
at a healthy rate, both at the
provinces, we have proposed to the
community college and at the
federal government that the
university level across the
Canada Student Loans program
Province.
provide for repayment as a surA growing number of people who
are already employed are eager to
charge on income tax, spread over
an extended period of say, fifteen
improve their qualifications.
years. But it is also becoming very
Others find that studying part-time
obvious that employment and
offers a practical way to finance
finance are only one dimension of a
their post-secondary education.
many-faceted problem facing the
Our Government this year has
student and the university comencouraged the development of
munity at large. The universities
part-time studies through inare being questioned on all sides by
creased financial incentives...
Great work is being done in
students, parents, faculty,
more remote areas of the Province
politicians, businessmen and
.last, but not least, the so-called
by universities such as Laurentian
and the Lakehead. Many other
average taxpayer.
Is higher learning necessarily
impressive programs are being
better learning?.. .Are classes too
carried on in our universities in
big?... Are professors too remote
response to changing life patterns.
from students? and the real revisions.
Among those that come to mind
world?... Are courses too inContrary to popular belief, are the native studies at Trent,
flexible, too computerized?...Are universities are responding to the urban studies at Brock, and enmotivation, inspiration and ex- changing requirements of society. vironmental studies at York.

.

I

.

f

before...
What are the reasons for the
levelling off of university
enrolment?
cent.

The results of the 1971 survey of
dropouts by the Ministry of
influenced some. But this is too Colleges and Universities were
simplistic an explanation for the enlightening. They showed that the
large shortfall from projected majority of these dropouts were
enrolments this year and last.
successful students who left for
There was no fee increase last primarily non-financial reasons
year when the enrolment levelling and obtained steady employment
really commenced in Ontario. And within a short period of time. The
the decline has been even more significance of this has not escaped
dramatic
other university planners. Programs
in many
jurisdictions.
and structures are under close
Why has enrolment not come up review.
to expectations?
The Ministry of Colleges and
A great deal of attention, and Universities plans to repeat the
properly so, has been directed to 1971 study of non-registrants. It
the freshman intakefrom grade 13. will be interesting to see how it
There are two factors to note.
compares with the earlier study.
First of all, the pattern of a
Conversations I have had with
continually increasing percentage students suggest that uncertain
of our high school graduates going employment
for
prospects
directly into university has been university graduates have been a
halted. The total freshman intake, prime factor in the levelling-off of
most of which comes directly from enrolment. The high school student
grade 13, rose consistently until is asking "Why should I go on to
*"
university if I can't get a job when
1970.
This was the peak year when I graduate?" The university
33,000 freshmen were admitted student is wondering whether he
into Ontario universities. This was should return to complete his
equivalent to 68 percent of the degree. Can he afford the time and
previous year's grade 13 can- the expense and the foregone
didates. Since then it has dropped earnings? The M.A. or Ph.D.
to 66 percent.
candidate may ask himself
Secondly, the year to year in- "Where am I going when I finally
creases in numbers of grade 13 finish my dissertation?" These are
students have slowed conquestions that affect people's lives
siderably. Grade 13 enrolment, and they are not easy questions to
which increased at about 4,000 per answer. We obviously need more
year or more until 1970-71, in- in-depth research on the job
university
for
creased by only about 1,500 in 1971- prospects
graduates. There can be little
-72.
While these factors are largely doubt that the shortage of work
outside the universities' control, I opportunities for Arts and Science
am certain there are ways in which graduates has made some students
Undoubtedly

the

combined

change in fees and loan ceilings
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WLU Legal Aid is struggling to itsfeet. Students interested in devoting a few hours
a week to helping their fellow students out of legal hassles, please leave your
name and phone number in theCord Office, Student Union Building.

ONTARIO RALLY CENTRE
We carry all parts and pieces
for your car, truck or whatever
We sell at 10—20% off
list prices to students
Call Bill Laframboise 579-5636

CRLL FOR LBBRTTS BLUE'
i
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Photo Editor—Warren Howard
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Sports Editor—Brian Stephenson
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Office—Student Union Building
Telephone—BB4-2990
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Matthews of

Carleton University
recently criticized the Liberal,
Progressive Conservative, and
New Democratic parties for
conducting a non-issue campaign
based on personality. He said,
"Pierre takes his two children,
Margaret and Justin, Stanfield
takes whichever daughter is
available, and David Lewis pays
Stephen to stay home."

The Cord Weekly is published by the
Student Board of Publications Incorporated of Waterloo Lutheran
University. Editorial opinions are independent of the University, Students
Administrative Council and the Board of
Publications. The Cord is a member of
the Canadian University Press service.

letters
Thanks to Donors

become prepared for a meet, get
kicked out of Seagram's Stadium,
only to go to a meet by themselves
without a coach and have one lone
Dear Editor,
(thank you for cheering, in fact
fan
take
would
like
to
this
opI
portunity to thank all those who just being there) see them run
helped with the Blood Donor Clinic around in circles. Fortunately I
Tuesday. Special thanks to: Liz enjoy the training and competing,
Sleith and the coffee hosts; Stacy but one thing runs in the back of
Corey and the Lettermans Club; my mind—what am I really trying
Peter dimming and the Players to prove? University competition
Guild, Glen French and Radio is of better calibre than the conLutheran for publicity; and all the dition I am in. That is why, with
volunteers selected ad hoc to help more members, a person would be
set up the beds in the Clinic. representing the "team".
Special thanks, of course, to all the
I have no exceptional respect
blood donors at WLU who made
this clinic a record turn-out for for the Athletic Department
because of what happened with the
Lutheran.
OUAA Track meet last year. But
The Red Cross also thanks this year they at least made an
everyone and hopes to see you all effort and came across with
at our next clinic on Wednesday, FUNDS to get the two track
Febuary 28, 1973.

WALT. JOHANSON,

Keep On Tracking
Dear Editor,

This letter is directed to "Just A
Bit Pissed Off", in the October 26th
issue. "Do you honestly believe
that the Athletic Department
would provide the three track
members with facilities?" I did not
ask for a track, I suggested one. I
wrote the letter at a time when I
was "pissed off". The day before I
was kicked out of Seagram's
Stadium and told not to use the
track because they found out I was
a WLU student. I had been training
since the winter break-up, and
from the beginning of September
till the day I was kicked out I was
working out on the track. I had
permission from the U of W track
coach to use the stadium, but the
people who worked there saw it
different. I needed the track to
work on speed, I was tired of
dodging cars on the road all
summer. The track at Waterloo
Collegiate had tractor treads in the
middle of it, the one at Cameron
Heights had a soggy end deep
enough to loose a shoe in it, YMCA's track takes 25 laps for a mile,
the Forest Heights track had been
dug up at the ends, and Centennial
Stadium was out of the question.
Seagram's track had constant
maintenance, and it was in good
shape. I was glad for the time I had
on it, but I could have used three
weeks more.

On Saturday October 21, two of
us ran in the OUAA meet at
Windsor. We went down to
represent this Institution, and to be
honest we finished near the end of
the field that we were in. My main

objective in writing that letter was

to encourage someone, anyone,
someone, to join the track team,
and with the additional members
we would have had support at the
OUAA meet and previous meets.
Why don't YOU think how
disheartening it is for a couple of
people to train day after day,

members to the OUAA meet in and better without a track at
Windsor. I am sure they wondered Lutheran.
what two people could do, but they
at least helped. I personally used
my own funds because I wanted to Animals Animals
have nothing to do with the Athletic
Department other than getting the Dear Editor,
OUAA forms.
Somewhere on the grounds of WLU
campus exists an animal, that in
The "one point" I mentioned the quiet hours, stealthily creeps
wasn't for a track but for WLU, the up on abandoned baby carriages,
same way a Hawk touchdown is for and steals an infant's only means
their total score not a new practice of defense against the onslaught of
field. I didn't demand anything winter's icy breath, a white fur
other than the right to represent bunting bag. It is my sincere wish
WLU. Both of us last Saturday felt that the curse of a thousand itches
glad to represent WLU in the descends upon the head of this
OUAA's, but you seemed to have misguided sub-human. This intaken it like we were out there dividual has proven itself to have
trying to get a "point" to get a less forethought than a lemming,
track. Your letter was very and half the intelligence of a
discouraging to us, the track team. penguin.
Next year, the team will be bigger
R. DELANEY

comment

make us aware of our dishonesty and injustice and the "accepted
psychoses of our time", after the manner of Lenny Bruce, to whom

Dear Editor,
Do we have to be subjected to the locker room language Radio
Lutheran is throwing at us?
I refer to a monologue by George Carlin played over the speakers in
the Torque Room, October 25. Try to carry on a conversation when
every other word is a four-letter one—bar none. There are some of us
who do not find this type of humour in the best of taste and it is not ap-

preciated.

The owner of Harvey's
Hamburgers, Waterloo,
announces that the 49-cent
special coupon that
appeared in the September
11 issue of The Cord
will no longer be honoured
at Harvey's, effective
Thursday November 2.
He says the reason for the
cancellation is that
too many Lutheran students
have been taking advantage
of the offer.

us:

sign
DISGUSTED
"Anthony Comstock (19th century American censor) may have been
entirely correct in his assumption that the division of living
creatures into male and female was a vulgar mistake, but a conspiracy of silence about the matter will hardly alter the facts."

Dear Disgusted,
I am personally compelled to reply to your letter quite extensively,
for I feel that it is just your type of attitude that has perpetuated and
continues to perpetuate the hypocrisy, and with it the real obscenities, of our culture.
You say you and your friends could not carry on a conversation in
the Torque Room because of the distraction of Carlin's language. If
this is the case, and if you were listening carefully enough to detect
Carlin's frequent use of "four-letter words", then my advice to you
would be that you abandon your conversation and listen to what
Carlin was saying about those words —his monologue was aimed at
you and all old ladies of both sexes.
What he was saying was "There are no bad words—-bad thoughts,
bad intentions. .. " but words? The words Carlin mentioned, "The
Seven Words You Can Never Say On Television", are shit, piss, fuck,
cunt, cocksucker, motherfucker, and tits. These are "bad words"?
They all refer to very human, some of them very loving bodily parts
and acts but still, Carlin explains to the best of his ability why they
might have got such a bad reputation. Motherfucker and cocksucker
sound harsh ("I mean that's a lot of syllables to contend with, man"), piss and cunt were tabooed
arid those k's jump out at you
because "a long time ago some ladies decided that those were the
two words they weren't going to say
'. Fuck he can't understand: "It's the beginning of life, and yet we use it to hurt one
another." And tits —"It doesn't even belong on the list."
"None of the words belong on the list."
George Carlin is a man who uses humour (and he is very funny) to

his album is dedicated.
Lenny Bruce was arrested four times for obscenity during his career
and died in 1966 worn out with trying to enlighten a pseudo-Christian
audience to its own Puritan hypocrisy. In his "comedy routines" he
himself explored among other things the concept of dirty words and
tried again and again to rid people of their inbuilt shock reaction to
the dirty word.
Such reactions as yours, dear Disgusted, are instilled in us from
childhood: "You and I have had such bad early toilet training that the
worst sound in the world to all of us is when that toilet-flush noise

finishes before you do."
Bodily functions are bad, says the inevitable Puritan Church that
brought us up. Yes of course the body that Cod created in His image
is beautiful and good, but He only created the part of it that lies
below the kneecaps and above the Adam's apple. So it would seem.
"Cover up all the rest! It's filthy, and so is everything you do with it!"
"How is it, " asks Lenny Bruce, "that consistently, the sex-maniacs
that violate your daughters, murder them after they violate
them
have good religious backgrounds?" Because they come
from the type of family where the father is always saying, "Cover up!
Cover up!" And the child starts thinking: "Christ\ What can that look
like? How erotic can it be?
that my father's such a nut with that
telling my sister to cover up—and she's only six years old
Well,
I'm gonna see what that looks like someday, and if it's as dirty as my
old man says it is, I'm gonna kill it!"
And girls grow up saying, "You don't love me, you just want to ball
If you loved me you'd drive me to Wisconsin; punch me in
me!.
the mouth; read the Bible to me all night; you'd borrow money from
me. You wouldn't want to ball me. You don't do that to someone you
love —you do that to somebody you hate. Really hate."
And this type of attitude persists until the worst thing you can say
to someone is "Fuck you!" It's not just the word that's dirty, it appears, it's the act.
But if you can honestly stand up and say, "Look, I admit that doing
it is filthy, I will stop doing it", then, says Bruce, "if you'll just set the
rules, I will obey them. but stop living the paradox."
The paradox of saying the body and words relating to it are dirty,
and then paying money to see naked women in magazines and
movies, or damning anyone who says that your mother's body or your
sister's body or your lover's body is dirty.
Or the paradox of saying this word or that word is dirty and then
doing something really obscene like joining the army with the bland
acceptance that you may at some time have to kill another person.
Yes, dear Disgusted, there are other four-letter words that are more
disgusting than piss, cunt, shit and fuck (or even the honorary fourletter words motherfucker and cocksucker) —words like "pain" and
"hurt" and "kill".Maybe you should devote your collective energies to
being disgusted at those words and then instead of banning the words
(remember, there's no such thing as bad words), work towards getting

.

.

rid of their whole concept.
And I for my part will continue my crusade to make those other
words —you know, those seven you can never say on televisionmake those harmless words devoid of their connotations of shame,
guilt and hatred so we never again get letters to the editor like yours.
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Student Unions: the basics
by

Jim Thomson

stitutions of higher learning shifted

In February of this year from federal to provincial control.
students on this campus will have Since they are of such a new origin
to decide whether WLU will join or they are experiencing "growing
not join the Ontario Federation of pains". In most cases they have
Students. Prior to this referendum started around one specific issue
it is hoped that sufficient in- and died when the issue was put to
formation can be conveyed to the rest. Two notable deaths are Union
student body to make a Generale dcs Etudiants dv Quebec
knowledgeable decision. Student and B. C. Union of Students.There

unions can be divided into three
separate types: Local, regional
and national.
When a student registers in this
university he automatically pays
his student union fees and becomes
a member of WLU's student union.
These fees are turned over to SAC
by the administration. SAC is the
financial watchdog of our student
union and doles out money to
specific student union interest
groups. These groups are concerned with social and cultural
events within the university. For
students who are unaware of these
groups they are: Radio Lutheran,
The Cord, Player's Guild, etc.
From this list it js easy to see that
the student union at WLU is
primarily a social committee and
does not greatly concern itself with
confrontation with political
government or the administration.
On the regional level, student
unions have developed in 8.C., The
Prairies, Ontario, Quebec, and the
Maritimes. These are relatively
new concepts. The need for them
developed when control of in-

are presently being formed, or are
already formed, student unions in
the following regions;
Maritmes—Union dcs Etudents
Nouveau Brunswick
Quebec—Front Etudiant dv

Quebec

Ontario—Ontario Federation of
Students
B.C.—The B.C. Association of
Students.
These organizations have attempted to fill the void left by the
national student union.
Up until 1968 we were part of the
Canadian Union of Students which
was the national student union.
The main issues were Universal
Accessibility and democracy
within the university. Some of the
services offered by CUS were:
-travel information and chartered

interests.
This last service is notable for its
results. In 1960 CUS presented a
brief to the Tax Commission which
resulted in tuitions becoming tax
deductible. In 1963 its lobbying
effort saw the passage of the
Canadian Student Loan Act. When
control of higher education passed
from the federal to the individual

provincial government the need
lor a national student union

diminished. CUS was not able to

adjust to this change and it
therefore died.
The need for a national student
union is still apparent. A large
student body is still required to
lobby both the federal and
provincial governments, and a

students' bill of rights is required.
It is necessary to understand the
ramifications of the Wright
Report, Treasury Report and
Paitchinis Report. With this in
mind university representatives
from across Canada are meeting in
Ottawa November 2 to 5 to attempt
to form a new national student
union.

Nova Scotia Student Union
contemplates national horizon
HALIFAX

(CUP)—Some

17,000

university students in Nova Scotia
are to be represented by one body,
following the official formation
Wednesday (Oct 18) of the Nova
Scotia Association of Students'
Unions at Dalhousie University.
Dalhousie student council
president Brian Smith was appointed the association's first
president. Other officers are Stan
MacNeil, vice president, from
Xavier College in Sydney, and
flights
-a life insurance plan which Margaret MacEachern, secretary,
offered students coverage at xk the from St. Mary's University in
Halifax.
normal rates
Founding members of the
-a student government research
service
NSASU are the student union of St.
Francis Xavier University, Xavier
-student discount advantages
-lobbied governments on student College, Acadia University, Mount

St. Vincent University, Nova
Scotia
Technical
College,
University of King's College, St.
Mary's and Dalhousie. The constitution provides that any other
post-secondary instituation in the
province will be eligible for
membership.
Each member will provide two
delegates to the association—the
president and one other person
chosen by the president of the
member union.
The association hopes to advance and defend the interest of
post-secondary students in Nova
Scotia.
At least two regular meetings

will be held during the academic
year. The New Brunswick

Heidelberg
Brewedfidrnpuiß spflngwatef?

And that's the truth!

Federation of Students' Unions is
being informed of the situation and
a meeting is tentatively scheduled
for mid-November to discuss the
formation of a maritime

association of student unions.
On the question of joining the
proposed national association of
student unions, Smith said "Most

members are lukewarm to the idea
and no one's hot on it." A meeting
of the National Association is
scheduled for Nov. 2 to 5. No further decision will be made until
that time.

Smith added "I'm glad that the
Nova Scotia Association is now in
existence. The provincial government is showing favourable
cooperation."
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entertainment

by

George

Olds

You still have one week left to catch some very fine films at the Fox Theatre's Film Festival. The
three best bets are tomorow's screening of Fellini's Juliet of the Spirits, Tuesday's King Lear with the
Royal Shakespeare Company under the direction of Peter Brook, and next Thursday the Festival
closes with Death in Venice.
But it is only fair to warn you—take a bottle of murine and don't sit too close to the front: the
projectionist is dreadful and the picture is more than likely to be out of focus and half off the screen.
Otherwise fine films (The Virgin and the Gypsy, Marat Sade) have been ruined by such faults which
are really simple to correct. Mr. Manager—get a new projectionist.
Don't miss the Isaac Hayes Concert with Hot Buttered Soul Wed., Nov. 8 in the K-W Auditorium.
Tickets are $3, $4, $5, $6.
On the second, third, and fourth of November, the University Players of UniWat present Noel
Coward's The Marquise in the Theatre of the Arts. Admission is $1.25 and 75 cents for students. The
show is directed by Maurice Evans (for what it's worth). But Noel Coward's marvellous words are
worth the price of admission. See it, it should be interesting.

And, most important of all, our own Players' Guild under the capable direction of peter cumming
will present Elmer Rice's classic The Adding Machine, a period piece from the twenties done in an
expressionistic style, Thursday, Friday, Saturday November 16, 17, and 18, at 8:30 p.m. The cost for
this major fall production is only one dollarfor students and $1.75 for others. Don't miss this interesting
and exciting show in the T.A.
And, if they're not already sold out, try and get tickets to K-W Musicals' production of Gypsy. Their
shows are usually of a highprofessional calibre, and this is a fun show anyway.
J
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John Korcok

Well, Billy Preston and Taj
Mahal have at least one more fan,
and that is I. Though it was said
that the first show was a real
rouser, things were jumping
enough at the second.
Preston started offnice and easy
with some creamy sounds on the
Hammond, and then moved to the
piano for a few old Beatle ditties
and a show tune for the members
of his band. There were flashes of
good old boogie-woogie, a few
classical allusions, but it was
mostly just music, solid music.
When Billy sang that his life was
music and he loved it, I could see
he meant it.
By the time he moved to the
electric piano for a rendition of Get
Back, the audience had started
moving. Especially in the front
rows, good spirit and magic herbs
filled the air with that sweet smell
of happiness. Things went from
good to better, till.everybody was
just rocking and stomping. There
was a really good connection
between the band and the people. I
think Billy was sincere when he
yelled "I love you!"
The band was good, the songs
some of my favourites, and the
driving pace just had to bring you
up. But more, there was just an
aura about Billy, something that
suggested contentment and good
times. It was this feeling that
spread to every corner of the T.A.,
and made the show a success.
He had to leave eventually,
though, so everyone settled down
for a ten minute intermission. Ten
minutes went by, then another ten.
I don't know how long it was,
but the K.W. Record said an hour.
Could be. The thing was,

photo by Wells

"...good spirit and magic herbs filled the air with that sweet smell of
happiness" but not enough people shared it. SAC has presently
estimated losses between $4,000 andss,ooo.
everybody cooled off and started
getting restless. When Taj Mahal
finally made it, he had a hard time
with the audience.
Of course, Taj Mahal was a
whole different thing. With him
you had to listen, while with
Preston you could do naught else.
Apparently the effort of paying
attention was just too much for
some of the audience, who took a
cretinous delight in bringing
everybody else down. Perhaps,
though, Taj Mahal shouldn't try to
fill an auditorium. The people right
by the stage got a lot that the
others, further back, missed.
He started with an exquisite
sweetness on the thumb piano, all
round and light. Next, the banjo,
developing some of the thumb

piano motifs further. Finally, the
guitar, which he played for the rest

of the show. After a number or two,
the audience just got to be too
much and he said what needed to
be said. His words and his music
combined to speak a truth' above
those expressed in either medium

along.
He played the blues, a bit sad, a
bit happy, very himself, he talked,
and when everyone was warm
enough, he began a melody that
everyone shared, ever higher,
reaching a transcendaht climax in
which it seemed the very earth
sang. He coasted us safely back
down, and then left, leaving the
audience in a state of peace and

wonder.
0, the power of Music!

U of W-Yes
by John Burgman
A few people I have had the
chance to talk to have expressed a
dislike for the lack of organization
in some of the twin universities'
entertainmentfunctions. So, in the
apparent tradition of WLU and U
of W, the concert was over two
hours late instarting. This was due
to equipment held up at the border
but still... maybe there's a jinx.
Surprisingly enough the audience
was quite patient through the
ordeal. Of course it could be attributed to the wine bottle salutes
and the sweet smell of

Not being the usual type of
marihootchie.
At 10:30, the back-up group, superstar group, these boys
From
London radiate an auru of puriety, quite
Tranquility,
England, came on to deliver an different from the common erotic
excellent set. Usually back-up gestures and obscene language.
groups are from mediocre to Jell that with some fine
sucks. Not the case here. This was musicianship and you've got an
a very tight band with good excellent hour and a half. One of
material and well coordinated the highlights must have been
vocals, well worth listening to. Steve Howe's acoustic guitar solo.
Hopefully we will being hearing The kid can really play up a storm.
A rousing rendition of Round-amore from this band; they're good.
A shade before midnight marked bout ended the performance to a
the arrival of Yes for what was to standing ovation which kept up for
be one of the few conceerts I've long enough to persuade the group
attended where the whole of the to come back for an encore which
audience as well as myself got off just topped off a superb night for a
on the group.
stone. Hot damn.
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FOOTBALL

HAWKS CRUSH WARRIORS
by Brian Stephenson

The Golden Hawks finished off
the regular season last Saturday in
a convincing fashion by defeating
the Waterloo Warriors 44-8. The
victory ensured the Hawks of a trip
to Lansdowne Park in Ottawa this
Sunday to take on the Ottawa Gee
Gee's in the OUAA semi-final.
It was evident from the outset;
that the Hawks had come to play
rain or shine. As predicted it was a
very physical game, but much
more open than anyone had
suspected with several long punt
and kickoff returns. The Warriors
came out on the short end of the
stick in nearly every department
but especially injuries. I cannot
recall a single Hawk requiring
medical attention although many
Warriors were assisted from the
field.
Jerry Blacker

gave an exceptional effort (gaining a total of
143yards in 17 carries) considering
that he has not played in the last
two games. The layoff did not seem
to hamper his timing or agility as
he repeatedly turned questionable
plays into long yardage and first
downs.
The first time the Hawks got the
ball they moved the ball from their
own 24 to the Warrior 43. There
they stalled and were forced to

punt. Ted Passmore kicked the
ball 73 yards and out of the end

zone indicating that the Hawks
were up for this one.
The Warriors came right back
with the aid of a questionable pass
interference call on Stacey Corey
which put them on our 37. The
drive failed with the Hawks taking
over at their own 9.
After two exchanges the Hawks
took over on their 36. In eight plays
the Hawks marched the 74 yards
and scored on John Lyle's dive
from the 1. Walley Parker converted: score 8 - 0.
The next time the Hawks got the
ball they drove from their own 44 to
the 1 before they gave up on a third
down gamble. Hawk quarterback
Wayne Allison having his best
game of the year was the mainstay
of the drive passing for 28 yards to
Larry Simpson and carrying 20
yards on a keeper.
After several exchanges Tom
Dewey set up a Hawk score when
he returned a punt 33 yards to the
Warrior 25yard line. In three plays
Blacker scored from the seven
yard line with a straight dive off
the left side. Parker converted the
major and added a 22 yard field
goal three minutes later to leave the second half as the linemen
the score 18 - 0 at half time. Up
destroyed the Waterloo defence.
until this point the Hawk defence five plays they moved the ball In
66
had allowed only one first down yards withAllison scoring from the
and had intercepted two passes.. 11 on a sweep around the left end.
The offence started quickly in Again Parker converted: 25 0.
Facing elimination in a sudden
death contest the Warriors opted
for a shot gun offence which is
designed to give the quarterback
more time to find and hit a
receiver. Their first pass backfired
when John Cater intercepted,
setting up another scoring drive
from our 45 yard line. The major
play in the series was a 32 yard
pass from Allison to Tim Pickett
which set up the major by
Passmore from the 1. The 2 point
convert attempt was missed; 31 -0.
Waterloo continued to use the
shot gun offence now with more
success as they moved the ball to
the Hawk 23. Gary Duffy intercepted in the end zone to kill the
threat. However, after three exchanges Waterloo pulled a reverse
on a punt return which put them
deep in Lutheran territory. They
finally scored on an 8 yard pass to
a substitue halfback Pete Bedford:

-

-

32 8.
A few minutes later Duffy intercepted another pass. Before he

photos by Gingerich

was tackled, he flipped the ball to
Stacey Corey who returned the ball
35 yards to the Warrior 40. The
offence stalled giving the Warriors
the ball. They in turn gave it right

back at the 41 and this time the
offence made no mistakes with
Lyall scoring from the 10 yard line.
The score was set up by a 31 yard
run by Blacker. Parker converts:
38

- 8.

Once again the defence held
giving the Hawk offence another
chance from our own 53. Gord
Taylor came in to quarterback
giving his best effort of theyear coordinating a drive that ended with
a 28 yard touchdown pass to

Simpson:44 -8.

Waterloo's last series offensively
pretty well summed up the entire
afternoon. On the first play Rob
Etherington dumped Spree For a 15
yard loss. Then Harold Ballard hit
a Warrior ball carrier for another 3
yard loss.
Statistically the Hawks killed
Waterloo with a total of 560 yards
offence vs 98 for the Warriors. This
included 416 yards rushing.
Besides Blacker's 143 yards,
Passmore had 85, Allison 86, and
Lyall 84. Pickett led receivers with
two receptions for 63 yards.
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information

Since 1966 when the Yugoslav
magazine "Shahovski Informator"
(Chess Informant) initiated a
universally applicable openings
classification system, the other
world's chess authors have also
strived to universalize their
writings. For we North Americans
this has a special significance.
Canadian
and
American
magazines and books have'
English
used
traditionally
descriptive notation to record and
publish games. Weare the only two
nations in the world to use
descriptive notation and now it is
here.
disappearing
finally
Replacing it is English algebraic
notation which has many attributes that are not present in the
other. Even barring the fact that it
is used everywhere else in the

/feS
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by Frank Sexton
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The Classic solitaire $125.

contraceptives

world, it is advantageous in that it
is less ambiguous and shorter.
As my readers have probably
guessed by now, I am going to
follow the path of standardization
and switch to algebraic notation in
my column. Don't despair
however, as I will now precede to
explain it and I'm sure that you
will have no problem to "get the
hang of it".
First set up the board with the
White pieces on your side, making
sure that the lower left hand
square is dark. Now, reading from
left to right, the vertical rows are
each assigned a letter. Thus the far
left vertical row is the "a" row
while the far right vertical row is
the "h" row. Reading up, each
horizontal row is assigned a
number, thus making the first

horizontal row "1" while the last
row is "8". In algebraic, as opposed to descriptive, each square
is assigned only one name so that
the moves 1. N-KB3, N-KB3 in
descriptive are translated 1. Nf3,
Nf6 in algebraic. Keep in mind that
the piece is named first and then
the square to which itis moved. An
exception is the pawn moves in
which case the "P" is ommitted.
Thus 1. P-K4, P-K4 in descriptive
would be translated to 1. e4,e5 in
algebraic.
Thoroughly confused? Try this
little game and see how easy it
really is:
1. d4, Nf6; 2. c 4, e5; 3. dxes, Ng4; 4.
Nf3, Nc6; 5. Bf4, Bb4ch; 6. Nbd2,
Qe7; 7. A3, Ngxes; 8. axb4, Nd 3
mate.
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